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“The value of creation does not lie in its
usefulness for us. It lies in the fact of its
existence from God. The Bible is very clear on
this point. The world is not ours; it is God’s. ...
We are stewards. We are accountable to God.”
— Sister Dianne Bergant, CSA
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Care of Creation
Not all scientists wear lab coats.
Volunteers are fueling research
nationwide

Why keeping girls in school is a good
strategy to cope with climate change
(NPR, 8/24/2022)

(PBS News, 8/25/2022)

"The nexus between fertility and climate
can be a tricky issue to talk about
ethically. These organizations are clear
that, first, rich countries are far more
responsible for carbon emissions, and
second, that coercive reproductive
policies have no place in a climate agenda
that respects human rights."

"There’s a term for people who contribute
to this knowledge purely out of love of the
game: citizen scientists. And opportunities
to get involved with federally run or
sponsored initiatives — from mapping
mosquito habitats with smartphones to
tallying up plastic pellets spotted on the
beach — have only expanded over time."

Laudato Si' calls us to think globally, engage locally
(Global Sisters Report, 8/23/2022)

"There are three specific goals that we tried to achieve with the group of mothers we work
with. From their involvement in organic gardening and in preparing food for the children, we
hope that their experiences will lead them to the realization that everything we receive and
come in contact with are gifts from our Creator; we are sustained through grace by the same
Creator. We share one and the same "heartbeat" with the whole of God's creation."
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Human Trafficking
Events
September 1- October 4,
2022- Season of Creation
October 22 - October 24,
2022- Ignatian Family TeachIn for Justice in Washington,
D.C.

Stop Trafficking Newsletter
August's Issue: Forced Labor In The Cocoa Industry
(USCSAHT, 8/2022)

"Focus: This month we look again at the human trafficking and child and forced
labor behind the food on our table."
August, 2022 Monthly Reflection: Why not use the word “slavery” when
referring to trafficking?
(USCSAHT, 8/2022)

October 26 - 28, 2022- U.S.
Catholic Sisters Against
Human Trafficking
Conference: Weaving
Community, Building
Capacity, Effecting Change in
St. Louis, MO

"We must place ourselves here in the historical American context and see if
slavery has indeed ended. Another point is that historical slavery was legal,
certainly inhuman but legal, human trafficking is not. In this same context,
slavery is based on race, exploitation is based on rape culture, abuse, and
sexism."
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California’s ‘climate migrants’ and
the difficulty of finding a new
home
(PBS News, 8/24/2022)
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In converted buses and tin-roof sheds, migrant students get a lesson in hope
(NPR, 8/24/2022)

"In places like Mariposa County, the
climate disaster is converging with
a housing shortage brought on by a
historical lack of home-building and
affordability concerns that aren’t
meeting needs across the state. The
issues are creating an increasingly
common struggle for California
families: Too many are in need of
housing that sometimes doesn’t
exist in their community."

"Here, the children who arrive at the partner shelter next door are automatically
enrolled in the school for free, and admissions are accepted every day of the
year. They are given a uniform and backpack – even shoes, if they need them. All
teachers are Mexican, are qualified with college degrees, and are paid."
DACA recipients granted greater protection thanks to new federal rule, as
policy made into law
(USA Today, 8/24/2022)

"The Department of Homeland Security formally registered a rule regarding the
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals policy, or DACA, which protects children of
immigrants brought as minors from deportation and allows them to legally work
in the U.S."
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Seeking Racial Justice
Divided We Fall: How Racism Hurts the U.S.
Economy

One Native veteran's new mission: Fill in
the gaps of VA care on his reservation

(Green America)

(NPR, 8/24/2022)

"The true cost of racism cannot be placed in a
bank account—it costs real people every day. In
cases like Emmett Till, Ahmaud Arbery, and
Sandra Bland, it costs irreplaceable lives. At the
other end of the spectrum, a subtly racist
comment could ruin someone’s day and make
them feel unsafe and unwanted. Safety and the
right to the pursuit of happiness are profoundly
valuable and yet intangible."

"According to the Department of Veterans
Affairs, American Indians and Alaska
Natives serve in the military at proportional
rates higher than any other group, but they
often have trouble accessing care because
VA facilities are far away or backlogged. It
took Dupree six months to get an
appointment, he says, and when he did, the
therapist wasn't a vet, he wasn't Native,
and it didn't go well."

Climate initiative centers on Black Americans
(AP News, 8/25/2022)

"The Black Hive initiative builds on the movement’s 2021 Red, Black, and
Green New Deal and reintroduces its Black Climate Mandate that outlines
the urgency for a Black climate agenda and investment in equitable
strategies that protect Black Americans specifically."
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Advocacy &
Action
Catholic Mobilizing Network:
Contact Congress: Do your members support
the Federal Death Penalty Prohibition Act?
"For years, Congressional repeal of the federal death
penalty was thought politically impossible. But in
January 2021, lawmakers introduced The Federal
Death Penalty Prohibition Act (H.R. 262/S. 582)
which would abolish the capital punishment at the
federal level.
Will you contact your members of Congress and ask
them where they stand on this important abolition
legislation?"

Catholic Mobilizing Network
Tell President Biden: "End the Federal Death
Penalty"
"Commuting death sentences is an action within
Biden's power that would serve to build a much
more resilient barrier to the threat of future
execution sprees. The president can also help
advance abolition legislation by advocating with
Congress and the states.
The Biden administration has the opportunity to
take concrete action to dismantle the broken
federal death penalty and seek responses to harm
and crime that honor the sacred dignity of human
life."
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